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xploring an unknown planet, Spock falls to
the ground after being hit with poison darts
from an exotic flower… Captain Kirk flips out

a small handheld device and communicates orders
for assistance to the orbiting Enterprise.

Who would have thought less than half a century later,
flip phones would not only be real, but would be
considered outdated? As our culture puts more emphasis
on being connected, efficient and on the move, the
change in our devices happens in Warp speed. 

How does that have any relevance for the small city
or rural water district? Knowing how your constituents
send and receive information is key to keeping them in the
loop. As a web designer specializing in assisting Kansas
municipalities, I use Google Analytics results for many Web
sites to make decisions about content and structure. In just

the past months to a year, the use of mobile devices to view
municipal and county Web sites has grown exponentially. A
typical site from the ones I manage now is seen on the
traditional desktop by only 61 percent of users, as tablets
and cell phones are now the device of choice for 39 percent

on average on the Eastern side
of Kansas, with nearing 30
percent of Western Kansas
users preferring mobile. 

But being mobile is nothing
new to those who provide
water: just ask that technician
how many miles he travels
every week. The trick is to
embrace the idea
advantageously and quite
frankly, lazily. How? A
graduated approach using
economical communication
systems already in place.

By Jen Sharp, jensharp.com
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Facebook users to post as admin on your page as if they
were the entity as well, and divide the responsibility. Instead
of the criticized frivolity posted by some, you can show
content similar to a Web site, such as photo galleries, news
updates, hours of operation, notice of holiday closings,
special events, links to information and more. 

Signing up for a Facebook account is free and easy at
Facebook.com.

Step 1. Tweet
“What business does a RWD have

tweeting?”
Following someone on Twitter is not

just a hip social media craze for the
youngsters. It is a way to piggyback off
a free texting service, putting your
information immediately in the
attention of those who want it. Perhaps
your city wants to show off the new
water line replacement on Fifth Street.
A simple tweet updating progress made
from your cell phone with a
#FifthStreet hashtag is not only good
communication, but also educative PR.

Signing up for a Twitter account is
free and easy at Twitter.com.

Step 2. Facebook 
“Okay, I get tweeting now, but what

business does a RWD have with a
Facebook page?”

Facebook is not just a place for posting
pictures of that awesome Cappuccino you
just bought. Many businesses recognize the
power of putting their information in the mix
of cuddly kittens and funny photos, and there
is a mechanism in place for entities. First,
there is a difference between posting as a
Person versus Creating A Page. If you are a
Person, other users can friend you, and you
are viewed as an individual peer. However, a
RWD or City should sign up instead not with
the name of a person but the organization.
For example, First Name might be the name
of your County, and Last name “RWD”. For
the email address use a general mailbox
instead of your own personal account. After
clicking a link in that email to confirm it is
real, you can create a Page under the settings
icon that users can “like” instead of “friend.”
This distinction of being a “Page” instead of
a person also carries with it some easier-to-
manage tools for controlling permissions and
content. In addition, you can assign other
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Step 3. Connect these
to your Web site

“Okay, I get it. But that
sounds complicated…”

Not really. It can all be
done mostly from your
Twitter account. First, get
your tweets to post
automatically to your
Facebook page simply by
connecting the two
accounts in your Twitter
settings and giving
permission by verifying
your Facebook username
and password. Then, you
can create a Twitter widget
to plug into your Web site.
A widget is simply a piece
of code generated by your
Twitter account that you
copy and paste into any
html webpage. This code
contains a script that refers
back to your tweets so that
anytime you create a tweet
from your cell phone or by logging into your account will
appear where ever you inserted that code. 

What does that mean? 
Perhaps your tech needs to shut water off immediately

and does not have time to run back to the office to make
multiple phone calls or update your Web site.
A tweet from his cell phone when he arrives
onsite is all it takes to get the word out to
twitter followers on their cell phones, plus
those surfing on Facebook, plus anyone
visiting your Web site. It’s like science fiction,
only real.

Tweet me up, Scotty!
All of these steps are simple enough, you

can do it while you are waiting for the coffee
to brew. And the cost? Free. You can help
your entity not only accommodate your
growing mobile population, but be on the
move yourself.

Since 1997, Jen Sharp
(JenSharp.com) has served
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programming including
e-Learning, ecommerce, content
management systems, and other

small business solutions. 




